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• make energy consumption data visible and accessible for employees
• raise employeesʼ awareness on the topic, introduce relevant conservation 
strategies, and provide dynamic situated feedback when taking actions
• change the energy consumption behavior and attitudes towards energy 
conservation of employees
➡ reduce total energy consumption
ksoffice.com.my
Conception
Planning
1." Requirement analysis (June)
2." EAD pilot study design (July)
3." Infrastructural development (August)
4." Application development (September)
5." Prototypical implementation (October)
>>> Intermediate presentation
6." Experimental evaluation (November)
7." Project finalization reporting (December)
>>> Final presentation (February 2012)
Usage of energy consumption information offered by
existing building automation systems and services.
Inclusion of individual energy consumption information
(device specific or personal level of detail).
Aggregating the information extending and enriching the
buildingʼs overall energy consumption picture.
Sensoring and logging to enable an evaluation and
measure the effectiveness in terms of energy conservation
Infrastructure

https://pachube.com/
http://www.plugwise.com/
parsons.edu / UbiGreenprecious-forever.com
Interactive representation of energy consumption data in
several levels of detail
Explorative comparison of the presented information in relation
to fellow employees, departments, floors, and/or buildings.
Motivating and persuading conservation facilitation patterns
based on the presented information.
Application
?
The web/mobile applications are developed using the Adobe Flash Builder 
development environment, based on the open-source Flex SDK 4.5.1
The applications are conceptually based upon the Robotlegs framework, 
supporting the implementation of a Model-View-Controller + Service (MVC+S).
	  http://www.robotlegs.org/
http://www.adobe.com/products/flash-builder.html



Contribution to both ICT & Energy Conservation
• Initiate a discussion about alternative approach 
to conserve energy at the workplace including 
and actively addressing employees
• Open-source web/mobile application package 
under Creative Commons License “Attribution 
3.0 Unported” 
• Integration possibilities in the renewing of the 
Chiba building (workshop to improve energy 
efficiency)
• 
duurzamelifestyle.com
 Relevance, Portability and Improvement
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